
March 12 March 13 March 14

Monday Tuesday Wednesday

04.02 Share and 

maintain documents by 

applying different views 

and protection to a 

04.02 Share and 

maintain documents by 

applying different views 

and protection to a 
05.07 Apply slide 

transitions and create 

custom animations to 

05.07 Apply slide 

transitions and create 

custom animations to 
06.03 Format cells and 

worksheets by applying 

cell formats, merging 

and splitting cells, 

create row and column 

titles, hide and unhide 

column titles, rows and 

columns. Manipulate 

page set up options. 

Create and apply cell 

styles.

06.03 Format cells and 

worksheets by applying 

cell formats, merging 

and splitting cells, 

create row and column 

titles, hide and unhide 

column titles, rows and 

columns. Manipulate 

page set up options. 

Create and apply cell 

styles.

Core Practice Test 2 

Testing Mode

Core Practice Test 3 

Training Mode

Classwork / 

Homework

Activities:

Gain mastery of all 3 

certification tests

Teacher: KrupaTeacher: Krupa

Gain mastery of all 3 

certification tests
Unit Goal(s):

Lesson Plans

No School - Teacher 

Workday

Students will be able to 

have a basic 

understanding of all the 

functions their failed 

test will test on

Students will be able to 

have a basic 

understanding of all the 

functions their failed 

test will test on

Standards or 

Frameworks:

Daily Learning 

Goal(s):



Period(s):5,6    Week of:03/12/18

March 15 March 16

Thursday Friday

04.02 Share and 

maintain documents by 

applying different views 

and protection to a 

04.02 Share and 

maintain documents by 

applying different views 

and protection to a 
05.07 Apply slide 

transitions and create 

custom animations to 

05.07 Apply slide 

transitions and create 

custom animations to 
06.03 Format cells and 

worksheets by applying 

cell formats, merging 

and splitting cells, 

create row and column 

titles, hide and unhide 

column titles, rows and 

columns. Manipulate 

page set up options. 

Create and apply cell 

styles.

06.03 Format cells and 

worksheets by applying 

cell formats, merging 

and splitting cells, 

create row and column 

titles, hide and unhide 

column titles, rows and 

columns. Manipulate 

page set up options. 

Create and apply cell 

styles.

Core Practice Test 3 

Testing Mode

Core Practice Test 3 

Testing Mode

Lesson Plans

Students will be able to 

have a basic 

understanding of all the 

functions their failed 

test will test on

Students will be able to 

have a basic 

understanding of all the 

functions their failed 

test will test on

Gain mastery of all 3 

certification tests

Gain mastery of all 3 

certification tests


